Project Euclid
for libraries
Project Euclid is a nonprofit,
university-based online hosting
platform. Our mission is to provide
powerful, low-cost publishing
services for mathematics and
statistics scholarship.

Access Options

Features

The journals, books, and conference proceedings hosted on
Project Euclid can be accessed through one or more of the
following models. At this time, there is no way to acquire all
Project Euclid publications through a single purchase.

•

discovery partnerships with ebsco,
ProQuest, oclc, Goldfire, and Ex Libris

•

issue-level metadata, including links
from each article to MathSciNet (Math
Reviews), zbMATH, and CrossRef

•

MathJax display engine for clearly
rendered formulas and symbols

•

interoperability through the
Open Archives Initiative

•

library administration tools

•

counter- and sushi-compliant usage
statistics

•

highly reliable access (less than two
hours of site downtime over the past
twelve months)

Single-title subscriptions
Some titles hosted on Project Euclid are available to
libraries as single subscriptions, ordered directly from
their publishers.
Open access
Over 70% of the content on projecteuclid.org
is freely available to all. Project Euclid is proud
to provide robust, affordable hosting to open-access
publications.
Collections
For more information about collections offered through
the Project Euclid hosting platform, please see the back
of this brochure.

projecteuclid.org/librarians

customer_support@projecteuclid.org

Collections on Project Euclid
Euclid Prime collection
Libraries can subscribe to Euclid Prime, a collection of 28 titles
in mathematics and statistics. Euclid Prime includes high-quality
scholarship from independent publishers located around the world.
It is a curated selection of the publications hosted on Project Euclid.
The value of Prime
Euclid Prime includes titles in applied math, computer science, logic,
mathematical physics, probability, and statistics.

•

•

Key titles include the Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics, Banach
Journal of Mathematical Analysis, and Kyoto Journal of Mathematics.

•

Researchers can access scholarship from 19 international publishers
on one site with fully integrated search, discovery, and research tools.

•

70% of the research literature on Project Euclid is openly available.
Subscription revenues from the Euclid Prime collection help support
our ability to host open access scholarship at a very low cost.

MSP on Euclid
MSP (Mathematical Sciences Publishers), Project Euclid, and Duke
University Press have partnered to offer MSP on Euclid, a collection
of the same seven journals also published and sold as a bundle by MSP.
MSP on Euclid is an alternative way of purchasing and accessing this
electronic collection of MSP titles.
What you can do with MSP on Euclid
• Access counter- and sushi-compliant usage statistics exclusively
provided by Project Euclid
•

Streamline the number of platforms your researchers use

•

Receive perpetual access to purchased current content

•

Receive term access to all available archival content

•

Access Project Euclid’s larger mathematics collection, including
many open access resources, on one site with full-text search,
discovery, and research tools.

